markers.
What are your needs? We have a marker for that.

A Diagraph Marker For Every Task

No matter what line of work you’re in, there’s a Diagraph marker that’s up to the task. While all of our ink and paint markers can be effectively used in most industry applications, our markers differ in their ink fill amounts and in the length of time the mark stays on a product. Take a closer look at the specific characteristics of each of our proven marker categories to determine which one is best for the unique needs of your business.

paint markers

GP-X: Classic, Grizzly, Spike & 2018P

Our GP-X Classic, Grizzly and 2018P effectively mark on almost any surface. These markers are Xylene-based; a drying agent thatpenetrates oily surfaces when other drying agents won’t.

Effectively marking on any surface up to 150° F, the GP-X Spike is best for metal, wood, and rubber applications.
**eco markers**

**GP-X Eco & GP-X Anchor**

A newer, environmentally friendly marker line designed for companies requiring non-Xylene based markers. The GP-X Anchor is water-based, and the GP-X Eco features a fast dry time, but both are non-hazardous for the user and the environment.

**ink markers**

**Ideal Mark & Jumbo Insta-Marker**

A hard-working line of xylene-based permanent ink markers that effectively penetrate oily surfaces and work well in industrial applications.
Paint Markers

GP-X Classic

Stands The Test Of Time

A permanent fixture as the industry’s favorite marker, the GP-X Classic makes weather and fade-resistant marks on: porous and non-porous surfaces, metal, wood, corrugated, rubber, plastic, glass and more. Available in 13 colors.

GP-X Grizzly

Leave A Ferocious Mark

When only the widest, huskiest mark will do, let a Grizzly take control. Think of it as a GP-X Classic, but wider – and wilder! Leave your mark with this ferocious marker that’s available in 6 vivid colors.

GP-X Spike

Sharp Looks. Piercing Value.

This inexpensive, high-performance marker is ideal for most applications and is designed for marking on surfaces up to 150 degrees. Marks on metal, wood, rubber and more. Available in 5 colors.

2018-P

Big Barrel, Heavy Hitter

Do more, go further with these long-lasting markers that feature an exclusive large diameter barrel to hold more ink, and it’s easy to hold on to! This durable pigmented paint marker is available in 9 colors.
Ink Markers

Ideal Mark

**Full Metal Jacket**
As the only all-metal marker in the industry, this high-performance classic offers excellent value with indelible, fade-resistant ink, color-coded cap, pocket clip and a leak-proof aluminum valve. Available in four colors and two replaceable tips.

Clear The Air
Make a mark on your business, not the environment, with these eco-friendly, Xylene-free markers. Works great on metal, wood, rubber and glass. Additional colors available.

Large & In Charge
Do everything in a BIG way with this marker that features a chisel point for variable-size marking. Makes an instant, permanent, and water-proof mark on porous and most non-porous surfaces.

Jumbo Insta-Marker

The Next Wave Of Innovation
Our new water-based, high-performance marker helps you do more with less. Requires approximately 2 minutes of dry time and features minimal solvent, making it safer for the user and the environment. Unregulated for all modes of shipping – even overseas.

Eco Friendly Paint Markers

Think Green.

Clear The Air
Make a mark on your business, not the environment, with these eco-friendly, Xylene-free markers. Works great on metal, wood, rubber and glass. Additional colors available.

The Next Wave Of Innovation
Our new water-based, high-performance marker helps you do more with less. Requires approximately 2 minutes of dry time and features minimal solvent, making it safer for the user and the environment. Unregulated for all modes of shipping – even overseas!